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I’m a 30-something vagabond, dog mom, witchy woman, and ocean-
obsessed, yoga teacher, living in this world, searching for magic all
over this beautiful globe. I create epic, meaningful, travel experiences
for those whom I love (that’s you!), to help them connect their roots.

Keeping earth at the center of mind when I design these trips, I
source eco-friendly, local, sustainable options whenever possible.
Creating connection for the culturally curious.

With over 12 years of travel industry experience, and 6 years as a yoga
teacher dutifully stocked on my apothecary shelves, I’m sure we can
brew up something magical together, that’s just perfect for you!

Together we are able to make a direct impact on the communities
we visit, by supporting local vendors, we support the communities we
visit; ensuring there are jobs, and by prioritizing locally sourced goods
& services, we ensure that the local economy is supported- from
farmers to craftsman, to folks in the hospitality industry. 

I make it a priority on every itinerary that I craft, to add in at least
one element of lagniappe (as my sorority would call it)! My favorite
ways to gift our host communities are to donate to, or volunteer (this
works best as a group) at a local shelter, school, orphanage, or nature
preserve; and I ALWAYS source and incorporate locally owned
businesses and restaurants to ensure that we put our tourist dollars
directly into the communities that we visit when we travel. 

’Shop local’ & ‘shop small’, are at the heart of what I look for when
designing travel experiences for all of my clients. 
So, what are you waiting for? Let’s craft your trip today!

Cheers!
Alexandra

HI! I'M ALEXANDRA

ABOUT ME

Favorite Destination: Scotland

Guilty Pleasure: A Giant Soaking
Tub & A Book

Bucket List Destination:
Amsterdam via river cruise for the

tulips & windmills

Favorite Travel Accessory: A scarf!

Airport Meal of Choice: Coffee & A
Book



PERKS OF WORKING WITH ME

Personal Touch

Every itinerary I design contains at
least one personal element specific

to each client, whether it's a
welcome note at each hotel during
your stay, or a whole anniversary
cake surprise! It's a little touch of

magic, from me to you! 

Green Travel
Options

Immersive
Experiences Giving Back

Front of mind when I design travel
is how to make it as eco-friendly &
sustainable as possible. I use non-

stop flights, guided tours with
trusted local suppliers, I source B

Corporations & eco-friendly
resorts, when possible, & my

personal favorite way to support
the local economy is with a farm-

to-table meal or ten (lol).

For the Culturally Curious! Let the
locals reveal their destination's true
charm - whether it's in the form of

a Scotch tasting and tour in
Glascow, or an authentic pasta
making class in Italy, learn from

locals and become enriched!

Donate with your dollar (1% of all
ABA profit is donated to global
causes monthly), shop local and

shop small at home & abroad, or
donate your time through local

volunteer opportunities.



MY PROCESS

01.
Once you've submitted an inquiry form and
scheduled your complimentary call, we'll
connect. During your call, we'll deep dive into
your travel wish list, my process, and what you
can expect. If we connect and you feel that
I'm a good fit for your travel needs, we'll
move on to the proposal step.

Inquire & Connect

After our call, I'll follow up with a recap email
and my invoice for your planning fee. Once
the fee has been paid in full, I'll proceed with
curating the first draft of your proposal based
on our call and your inquiry form.

02.Proposal Curation

Once you've decided on the perfect proposal
details, we'll confirm it with a deposit. While
you count down to departure day, you can
count on hearing me through various touch
points, preparing you for takeoff and
checking in. Your final travel documents will
be delivered prior to departure, and I'll be
sure to check in with you on arrival day to
make sure all went well.

03.Itinerary
Confirmation &
Countdown

M. MURAD

"Alexandra is
honestly the

easiest person to
work with."

Barcelona

Favorite Part of Working With A Brodi Abroad



SERVICE OFFERINGS

For the Culturally
Curious

Dive into that cultural experience
you've always dreamed of! Savor

gelato in front of the Trevi
Fountain in Rome, search for Nessi
from the shores of Loch Ness, or

sing a shanti in an Irish Pub as you
sip a Guinness; immerse yourself

with this custom itinerary crafted
around your interests.

Ancestry Travel

Small Groups Wellness Travel

Mexico & Caribbean
All-Inclusives

Domestic &
Honeymoons

Uncover your unique heritage using
your ancestry. Travel through lands
that formed your bloodline, taste
the foods fueled your ancestors,

visit the sites that were important
them and to their way of life.

Connect to your roots with this
collaborative offering.

If you've got a small tribe that
you'd like to take on the road,
together, we can make that

happen! Let me handle the fine
details so that you can focus on

making memories.

Spa-Centric, soaking tubs included,
indulgent wellness. Find the perfect

yoga backdrop among the
Vineyards in Napa, or along the

southern coast of Italy with me as
your collaborator, anything is

possible.

With 3 years of Puerto Rico living
under my belt, I can have you
vacationing like a local in the

tropics! 
She says to the Cabana Boy:

"Another Parcha Mojito to my
beach cabana please!"

I am a firm believer in traveling
whenever and however you can! Often
times, exploring your own backyard is a

great place to start! If international
travel is not in the cards, but you still

want to get out there, explore, and feel
like you're in another country, we have
options! And for the Lovers out there!

I've got you too!



SINGLE DESTINATION
This service is perfect for the
client looking for a "sun and
sand" vacation, all-inclusive

getaway, or a cruise.

MULTI-CITY
This service is for clients
seeking a more complex,

custom itinerary.

TRAVEL PACKAGES
Additional fees may apply depending on the complexity of your requests and workload required.

INCLUSIONS
Hotel Bookings
Travel Coordination
Transfers & Transportation
Supplier Recommendations
Sustainable Options

Entry & Exit Travel Requirements
Personalized Digital Itinerary App
All Travel Documents
24/7 Supplier Assistance
Local Fair

SMALL GROUPS
5 - 10 Rooms

MEDIUM GROUPS
11 - 25 Rooms

LARGE GROUPS
26+ Rooms

$1,000 $2,000 $3,000

Group booking inclusions may vary and are specific to each individual group.

GROUP BOOKINGS

$50 PER DAY PER
ROOM

$100 PER PERSON



HAPPY CLIENTS

L. REED | SONOMA, CALIFORNIA

We had the winery all to ourselves. We had a small
ceremony with a photographer and minister. After
the ceremony we took the most gorgeous photos
then got to enjoy a private meal. We sat outside
overlooking the vineyard, listened to music, drank
amazing wine, and ate some of the best food I've
ever had. The ladies who owned the winery made
us feel like family. They gave us a tour and talked
about their story. They filled our glasses every time
we asked and even put on our wedding song from
our first dance.

10 Year Anniversary Trip with Vow Renewal

"Alexandra planned the
most incredible night."

E. MARSHALL

Alexandra is so thoughtful and
responsive. She always gives options
and different prices. She listens to what
her client want while also
recommending other fun things to do
or add on! 

Italy & Austria Honeymoon

"She listens to what her
clients want."



THANK YOU
I'm looking forward to working with you! I appreciate your trust in
my business and look forward to working with you to create your
ideal getaway. I know your time and money is valuable, and I don't
take that for granted.
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